
Introduction
The idea to review the year was prompted by a throwaway
remark made by Nokia’s Gary Gale in an interview1 carried
out after the SoC conference in Manchester 2010, when he
said “It would be great to have an overview of the state of
mapping. What has happened in mapping in the previous
12 months? What are the really good and positive
developments, and also the less good ones?” What follows
is one individual’s take on that meme. The year is
approached in chronological order to give some temporal
perspective to the year, although obviously there are linked
themes that occur and re-occur throughout. The ‘year’ only
goes to the end of August, as the material was prepared for
a paper presented at the Society of Cartographers Summer
School in Plymouth in September 2011.

January
One aspect of cartography that often gets overlooked is
what might be termed artistic cartography. In cartographic
training we are taught that every map should have a point
(or reason to exist – a purpose). But should they really?
Can you not just have maps that are just aesthetically

pleasing, or even ones that have no communicating
function whatsoever? Armelle Caron2 has taken maps of
various major cities and abstracted street and building plans
into their component sectors, then re-mapped the shape of
the components in an ordered yet purely artistic way. They
are strangely compulsive to look at and show the
similarities and differences in structure both within and
between cities. Shortly after this there was a meme on
typographic maps, which is linked from the Spatial
Analysis blog.3 Linked within these blog pages were
fascinating examples of typographic maps such as London
Surnames (Figure 1), USA Surnames (which was
subsequently printed in the February edition of the
National Geographic magazine), Axismaps’ San Francisco
Typographic Map, Stephen Walter’s The Island, and
Wanderwort (which shows the use of German words around
the world).

OpenLayers is one of the most widely-used mapping
tools these days and two examples of its extended use
occurred in this month. First, Oliver O’Brien blogged4

about using OpenLayers’ Heatmap library, and the HTML
(HyperText Markup Language) Canvas tag to produce an
overlay on an OpenStreetMap background, in this case
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Figure 1 A detail from the typographic map of London surnames
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locating orienteering races that had been held in Great
Britain in the last two years. Secondly, Facilmap launched
an OpenLayers-based slippy map5 combining data and
tools from different projects into one API (Application
Programming Interface). The example in the endnotes is
centred on Gerrards Cross, and by using the OpenLayers
‘plus’ drop-down at top right can be used to show the area
in any of 19 map styles (including OpenStreetMap
variants, Google variants, plus Yahoo! and Ordnance
Survey) together with nine toggleable overlays.

Also appearing in this month was an announcement
of a proposal to the International Cartographic Association
(ICA) for the setting up of a Commission on
Neocartography,6 plus one noting that Linked In had
launched a Map tool that visualized your network
connections by type, and another announcement noting the
release of opendataparis (and a neat layered visualizing
tool7 – again OpenLayers-based).

February/March
February saw the release of street-level crime mapping8 in
the UK, which showed much more detail than had
previously been available. Just the announcement of the

URL (Uniform Resource Locator) for the maps
(http://www.police.uk) was enough to cause the website to
go down with traffic overload. The BBC (British
Broadcasting Corporation) webpage that made the
announcement generated over 300 comments. The release
of the map itself produced considerable commentary on
blogs and in the quality newspapers. The BCS (British
Cartographic Society) blog9 included this comment from
Ken Field: “The use of totals and a single point is poor to
say the least. If the desire is to build in fuzziness to deal
with the privacy issue then use rates or proportions; use
areas instead of points; or use some form of road-based
linear symbol that varies by thickness or colour”. Charles
Arthur (on the Guardian’s online technology page10)
commented that the “data will not be stored on the site for
comparison over time”. What was also significant was that
because the data were being released it meant that others
could suggest their own alternative mapping methods. One
such example came from the company Placr, who provided
a critical analysis11 of the data/maps and then quickly re-
mapped the data12 so that “you always get an overview of
the patterns geographically and of each type of crime
within the total until you zoom to the full point-level
detail”.
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Figure 2 A glimpse of the Soviet map of London showing Whitehall, as shown on the 

Mapping London blog 
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As has been noted much of the information included
in this review has been gleaned from blog posts. Towards
the end of this month a new blog was launched called
Mapping London.13 Looking back at the blog now, after
several months of posts, a fascinating window on the
capital city emerges. There are entries on topics as diverse
as The Crumpled Map of London, Mapping London’s
Underground Rivers, and Soviet Military Maps of London
(Figure 2).

In March two blog posts that come into a category
roughly defined as visualization were highlighted, in both
cases in the Maproom blog. First, a pointer was given to
the archive of manual shaded relief maps,14 which is
maintained by Tom Patterson and Bernhard Jenny. Their
aim, as noted on the website, is to achieve ‘dual goals of
giving cartographers a stylish option for generic digital
shaded relief – manual relief often provides a clearer picture
of major terrain features, especially at small scales. And
scanning the best hand-drawn relief before it is permanently
lost’. The shaded relief images are georeferenced and stored
in the GeoTIFF file format. Artists’ work represented
includes Eduard Imhof and former SoC President Mike
Wood. Secondly, another link pointed to a visualization of
‘a decade of news articles from Hungary’.15 This showed a
weird ‘pulsing’ video cartogram showing the changing
pattern of the location of news items in the whole country
over a 12-year period.

April/May
Apple’s iPad has been touted as a real game-changer at
many levels. The iPad version of Reif Larsen’s 2009
novel, The Selected Works of T.S . Spivet, about a
precocious 12-year-old cartographer was released this
month. The app features include:

• Birds-eye view navigation: users can navigate
through the chapters in a visual way by using the
slider on the main menu

• Selected marginalia that can be manipulated and
shared through Facebook and email

• A secret notebook that unlocks to reveal hidden
content when you upload your own drawing

• The ability to make colour-coded annotations
through-out

• Original video clips

Not having the device has meant not getting the product,
but given the brilliant use of maps in the printed book, and
the fact that Larsen is also a film-maker it has got to be a
fine example of extending the new media to new levels of
interaction with the ‘reader’.

At the other end of the timescale it was announced
that the Cambridge University Library, which owns one of
only five sets of proof maps, has digitized and put online
John Speed’s atlas The Theatre of the Empire of Great

Britaine,16 first published 400 years ago. Also, the April
issue of the Charles Close Society’s journal Sheetlines
published an article snappily entitled ‘Bringing the past
into the digital age – the historical Ordnance Survey map
scanning project at the Bodleian Library, Oxford’. The
article concludes that the project ‘benefits the Library by
providing a digital image of every map that lets them be
more widely viewed while helping to preserve the originals
[…]. Outside of the Library the maps will be used in a
variety of applications. It is hoped that companies and
individuals will be able to purchase full-colour, site-centred
areas of the historical maps’.

One branch of cartography that seems to be
blossoming through new technologies, availability of
open data and through user interest is that of transport
mapping. In May, a French website arrived on the scene
with a plethora of transport-related mapping. One that
caught the eye was the London metro-tram map,17 which
has massive amounts of detail of lines, platforms, depots,
sidings, extensions, etc. It can also give next departure
times for both directions if you click on individual stations
(using tfl [Transport for London] ‘livetravelnews’ info from
the Departure Boards). This was nicely juxtaposed by
someone pointing out an old blog posting ‘Knots and
geography. A psychologist challenges the Beck gospel of
Underground octolinearity’.18 This was Maxwell Roberts
(a psychologist at the University of Essex) arguing that
designers of metro maps of other cities have blindly
followed Beck’s seminal design for London’s tube system
without considering the consequences. He concludes “Why
this bias for maps? How can designers who automatically
reach for tradition know whether they really have shown a
network in the best possible way?”.

Also getting good publicity at this time was the
MapBox19 toolset (Fig.3). This includes TileMill, which
is built on a suite of modern open source libraries
including mapnik, node.js, and backbone.js, and also an
easy-to-use hosting service to get maps onto your
websites. In October 2011, an iPad release appeared.
Together with Leaflet20 (‘A Modern, Lightweight Open-
Source JavaScript Library for Interactive Maps by
Cloudmade’ – or OpenLayers Lite as some refer to it), these
are probably the two most noteworthy recent tools to
appear. Finally this month, a user noted that the US White
House is now using both Mapbox tiles and
OpenStreetMap tiles.21

June/July
Two further visualizations were noted in June. First, the
ever excellent flowingdata blog came in with ‘Find
everywhere you can go in 15 minutes or less’22 – a service
from Mapnificent, from Germany. It shows you areas you
can reach with public transport in a given time, and has
data for many cities in USA, and some in Europe,
including London and Manchester. It was inspired by
mySociety’s Mapumental. Secondly, a link was noted to a
3D map of Reykjavik city centre23 (Fig.4). It is a unique
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interactive online map of Iceland’s capital that uses an
isometric projection and is a work of art. Snorri
Tryggvason, who worked on the map with some friends,
comments “the mapmaking took two years and over 3,000
hours to complete” and looking at it, one can well believe
that. 

Further to this there was one positive and one
negative announcement from two of the big players. The
Google LatLong blog noted that building outlines were
now appearing in London,24 Paris, Barcelona and more, and
Mapperz noted that Yahoo! were due to close their Maps
APIs.25

Returning to the transport theme, BUSitlondon26

was released – ‘the easiest way to plan your journey by
bus’. Unfortunately, it needs to tighten up its postcode
searching to be really usable. Plotting NW4 4BT as being
in the centre of the West End wasn’t an impressive start to

a search test. The drag start/end points does work fine, and
the bus routes info tested seemed fine. Also released was
Citymapper27 – ‘compare your transport options’. In a test
from home to work (Enfield to Hendon, in North London)
it optimistically calculated routes, times and costs for bus,
tube, taxi, cycle, and walking – with varying levels of
success. The bus option showed both the optimum
combination and some alternatives; the tube couldn’t be
faulted route-wise but the £1.30 fare is laughable and the 2
hours 1 minute timing way out; the taxi took a route no
black cab would take (including as it did part of the M25),
racking up an impressive £62 estimate; the cycle was
impressive, based as it is on OSM via cyclestreets.net; and
the walking amusingly recommends using the North
Circular for over a third of the route. Obviously it is easy
to criticize such sites, but doing such tests are the only
way to judge their worth. Also appearing was Mark Noad’s
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Figure 3 A screenshot from the MapBox toolset website 

Figure 4 A detail from the interactive isometric map of Reykjavik
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online London-tubemap28 – ‘a different way to look at the
London Underground system’. It is a geographically
‘correct’ map of the system, also having tabs to show fare
zones, journey times and walking links. Looking around
the blogs and links around this map did produce one
interesting fact – that Edward Tufte has a comprehensive
website (http://www.edwardtufte.com/tufte/index).

It was good to see someone critiquing maps – in this
case two different views of the University of Southampton
campus.29 It is not the role of this author to rehearse that
particular discourse here, but more to encourage the airing
of analytical reviews of maps. One blog that used to be an
exponent of the in-depth analysis (41 latitude) was also
unfortunately noted as disappearing from the face of the
Earth, a great shame. Let’s hope that Ken Field’s ICA
Commission on Map Design30 can generate discussion on
this topic.

Finally, in this period a link was spotted to the work
of Nikki Rosato31 – who ‘creates human forms by cutting
away at maps, leaving only roads and rivers behind’ (Figure
5).

August
Crime reared its ugly head at this time, both in the shape
of riots in London and elsewhere in the UK, and also in
new and (not always) innovative mapping. A little earlier
Richard Treves had continued his map critiquing by giving
his take on crime mapping techniques.32 He commented on
Oakland Crime Spotting, plus the efforts of the
Metropolitan Police and UK Police services. The Guardian
and its Datablog have some interesting visualizations, but
its ‘UK riots: every verified incident – interactive map’33 is
a classic example of the ‘red dot fever’ approach that we
should have moved past by now. The second map on the
page does at least show the developments over time by
animating the events over a Natural Earth backdrop, using
geoiQ’s Acetate.34
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Figure 5 An example of Nikki Rosato’s work

Figure 6 Schematic maps (or napkin doodles) for Apple’s iPhone
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Tube map alternatives arose again, with plenty of
comments on both the Independent’s piece entitled
‘Rethinking the Tube map: A design for strife’35 and the
Londonist’s link to the ‘Alternative Tube Maps: The
Twisted London Underground’36 – which has a strange
‘beauty’ but is practically useless.

Finally in this period there were two fairly bizarre
offerings. First, the worthy fixmytransport37 website was
launched by mySociety, which on the face of it seems
sound, except that it does seem to garner lots of ‘un-
fixable’ requests from users. Secondly, a blog posting
entitled ‘iPhone's New Maps Might Look Like Your
Napkin Doodles’38 (Fig.6) highlighted the fact that Apple
had filed a patent for ‘schematic maps’ (United States
Patent Application 20110196610). The principle of
simplified line maps certainly has some merits for mobile
apps, but the idea of a company patenting a technique is a
wild one.
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